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Abstract: Building high-quality text-to-speech (TTS) systems without expert knowledge of the target language and/or manual time-consuming annotation of speech and text data is an important and challenging research topic in speech synthesis. Recently, the distributed representation of raw word inputs, called “word embedding”, have been used in various natural language processing tasks with success. Moreover, the word-embedding vectors have recently been used as the additional or alternative linguistic input features to a neural-network-based acoustic model for TTS systems. Since word-embedding approaches may provide means for obtaining effective linguistic representations from texts without requiring specialized knowledge of the language and/or manual time-consuming annotation, we further investigated the use of the word-embedding for neural-network-based TTS systems in two new directions. First, in addition to the standard word embedding vectors, we attempted to use phoneme, syllable, and phrase embedding vectors to verify whether continuous representations of these linguistic units may improve the segmental and suprasegmental quality of synthetic speech. Second, we examined the impact of normalization methods on the obtained embedded vectors before they were fed into the neural-network-based acoustic model.
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1. Introduction

Text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis converts text strings into speech waveforms. Due to the non-linear relationships between text and speech, TTS is normally decomposed into front-end and back-end. The front-end performs linguistic analysis and symbolic prosody prediction in order to obtain intermediate linguistic representations between speech and text. Based on the intermediate representations, the back-end performs acoustic feature predictions and synthesizes the speech waveform.

The front-end can be further divided into smaller yet specific sub-modules. For English TTS, they include a) grapheme-to-phoneme conversion (G2P), b) syllabification, c) part-of-speech (POS) tagging, d) syntactic parsing, e) symbolic prosody prediction, and so on [1]. These sub-modules are usually statistic models trained using databases in which correct labels are carefully and manually annotated. This results in very accurate and high-quality synthetic speech. However, it is laborious to collect such the databases. This becomes the major barrier, especially when we need to build a TTS system in a new language in which speech and linguistic resources are lacking. Even for the major languages such as English, we encounter a similar problem when we scale up the size of the database or change to a new domain.

Recently, the distributed representation of raw word inputs, called “word embedding”, have been used in various natural language processing (NLP) tasks with success [2]. Typically, this low-dimension continuous vector representation of words can be learned from raw word inputs. It has been reported that a well trained embedding vector is able to encode syntactic and semantic information [3]. Therefore, it is interesting to investigate whether such the word embedding vectors can be used as the additional or alternative linguistic representations in front-end modules of TTS systems. In [4], various types of the word embedding vectors, such as those learned by the recurrent neural network (RNN)-based language model (LM) [3] and log-linear model with negative sampling [5], have been utilized for an RNN-based TTS systems. The objective and subjective evaluation showed that the RNN-based TTS system with the word embedding vectors performs marginally worse than that with correct POS and prosodic tags but clearly performs better than a system with neither the POS nor prosodic tags. In [6], the word embedding vectors and triphone embedding vectors were used for text-to-articulatory prediction. Their experiments have also confirmed the same trend as the above TTS experiments.

We further investigated the use of the distributed representation of input text for the neural-network-based TTS systems in two new directions. First, because the word embedding approaches may provide effective representations not only for word units but also at other linguistic levels, we attempted to use phoneme, syllable, and phrase embedding vectors in addition to the standard word embedding vectors. Second, we examined the impacts of several different normalization approaches on the word embedded vectors before they are fed into neural-network-based acoustic models. We showed that the normalization of the obtained word vectors may alter the distance between units in the original embedded space, thus, degrading the systems’ performance.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly introduces the conventional front-end modules in English TTS systems. Section 3 then introduces the neural-network-based acoustic model, wherein the embedded vectors replaces the conventional prosodic context. Section 4 describes the proposed embedded vectors for syllable, phoneme and phrases. The analysis of the effects of normalization of the embedded vectors is also presented. Section 5 explains the experiments and results, and Section 6 summarizes this work and describes the future work.

2. Conventional front-end processing flow for typical English TTS systems

To convert a text into natural speech, a TTS system must retrieve the pronunciation of words in the text and infer the prosody for the text. However, the association between pronunciation symbols and the word tokens is ambiguous in English. Also, even if the pronunciation of words is known, the prosodic information can not be easily acquired because it is not encoded explicitly in the normal text string [7].

Considering the above challenge, typical English TTS systems deploy the front-end and back-end architecture shown in Fig.1. The front-end of a TTS system infers the symbolic representation of both segmental and prosodic properties of speech. Then, the back-end acoustic model converts the symbolic intermediate representation into a speech waveform, typically using the unit-selection method [8] or the statistical parametric method [9].

Between the front- and back-ends, the intermediate representation encodes both segmental and suprasegmental aspects of speech. The segmental part mainly includes the phoneme sequence of every word in the input text. With a carefully produced pronunciation lexicon and well-tuned G2P algorithms, this segmental information can be inferred with high accuracy [10][11].

However, the prosody, e.g., the intonation, timing and stress of the utterance, is more difficult to predict. First, no consensus has been reached on designing the set of prosodic symbols for English. A widely adopted set is the Tone and Break Indices (ToBI) [12] wherein pitch accent and break index represent the local pitch excursion and association between adjacent words, respectively. With the target prosodic symbols defined, the next problem is to predict these targets for the input text. Typically, the front-end of TTS first usually infers linguistic features of the input text [13]. For example, as shown in Fig.1, a Part-of-speech (POS) tagger and a syntactic parser may be used at this stage in order to derive the sequence of POS tags and the syntactic tree of the input text. Given the inferred POS and syntactic structure, prosodic targets can be predicted [13].

For the task of linguistic analysis and prosodic modelling in the front-end, researchers have proposed several effective methods. For example, Taylor used the hidden Markov model (HMM) to infer the phoneme sequence for each word in the input text [10]; Kupiec used HMM for POS tagging [14]; Various syntactic parsers also utilized the statistical approach [15]. On the prosodic modelling part, Hirchberg utilized the decision tree to predict the pitch accent based on syntactic features of the text [13]. To construct these statistical modules, expert knowledge on specific topics such as syntax is required to design task-related input and output features. Also, a specific data corpus must be prepared to train each modules. For example, prosodic models are usually trained on the Boston University News Radio Corpus [16] and syntactic parsers are usually trained using the Penn Treebank corpus [17]. Based on expert knowledge in feature designing and data annotation, the front-end of a TTS system can exhibit good performance.

3. Using word embedding for neural-network-based acoustic models

3.1 Shortcomings of conventional front-end framework

The conventional front-end framework is not ideal for TTS, especially on prosody modelling. First, it assumes that discrete prosodic symbols must be defined. However, researchers have not yet reached a consensus on the best definition of discrete prosodic form [1][18]. Even if a consensus is reached, another dispute is whether symbolic prosody is necessary for a speech task. After all, the acoustic feature space is continuous. This inconsistency may result in quantization noise during prosody annotation and acoustic realization given the prosodic symbols [19][20].

Additionally, as mentioned above, prosodic models based on a supervised machine learning method require sufficient training data with consistent annotation. However, consistency of prosodic annotation across annotators may not be as high as expected [21]. Inconsistency in the training data may affect the performance of the prosodic models. The errors predicted by these models may be propagated to the following acoustic model and eventually degrade the quality of the synthetic voice.

3.2 Word embedding

Although the notion of the prosodic form is beneficial, the prosodic form can be defined and modelled implicitly [19]. For example, we may directly feed the one-hot vectors of words to the acoustic model and then rely on the model to infer prosodic information during the training process. In this way, the cost of defining prosodic symbols and preparing various prosodic modules can be decreased. However, this approach is impractical because the one-hot vector has huge dimension (e.g. 50k dimensions for Penn TreeBank corpus). More significantly, these one-hot vectors can not encode syntactic and semantic information that should be useful for inferring prosody.
Fig. 2: Neural-network-based TTS with word embedding. The sequence of phonemic context $p$ and embedded vectors $m$ are converted into acoustic feature vectors $O$. $M$, denotes the embedded vectors for words or other linguistic units of the input text $\{w_1, \cdots, w_N\}$. Duration prediction to convert $p$ and $m$ sequences to $I$ sequence is not shown here.

Recently, distributed representation of words based on word embedding technique became popular. This method derives a continuous low-dimensional vector representation for words. It was found that, with a specific training scheme, the learned embedded vectors can encode the syntactic and semantic relationship between words. For example, Mikolov utilized an RNN based language model to derive the embedded vectors [3]. The results showed that a syntactic analogy, such as “year to years” is as law to laws”, can be derived through calculating the cosine distance between word vectors. Besides RNN-based LM, simple log linear models, such as continuous bags of words (CBOW) and skip-gram, have been used to derive the word embedded vectors.

Since such word embedded vectors have much less dimensions than the size of the vocabulary, they can be used as the input to the acoustic model. If embedded vectors indeed encode the prosodic regularity hopefully from the embedded vectors without additional a linguistic analyzer and prosodic model.

### 3.3 Acoustic modelling based on recurrent neural network

Inferring prosodic parameters implicitly requires a powerful acoustic model. For this study, we used the deep bidirectional RNN-based on long short term memory (LSTM) units [22]. The basic RNN is based on the normal feed-forward neural network plus the hidden state of the previous time step as the input to the current node of the current time step, expecting that dependency of the training data over the time span can be modelled. However, due to the gradient vanishing problem, a vanilla RNN may not be able to capture the dependency over a long time span. As a solution to this problem, LSTM has been proposed to replace the simple non-linear activation function in the hidden node of a vanilla RNN. Particularly, an LSTM unit uses three gates to control the input, output information flow and the state of the memory cell. This LSTM cell can also be incorporated in a bi-directional RNN, which results in bi-directional LSTM (DBLSTM) RNN [22].

For acoustic modelling, the text of an utterance is converted into a sequence of frames $\{I_1, I_2, \cdots, I_t, \cdots, I_T\}$, wherein $T$ is the total number of frames of the utterance to be synthesized. The linguistic vector $I_t$ at time $t$ consists of the embedded vector of a word at time $t$ and the phonemic context of that word. Together with a sequence of acoustic feature vectors $\{O_1, \cdots, O_T\}$, the acoustic model can be trained. Note that, in this paper, the phonemic identity is kept. Only prosodic contexts are replaced by embedding vectors, which are described in the next section.

### 4. Proposed methods

#### 4.1 Motivation for using embedded vector of various linguistic units

In [4], embedded vectors of words were utilised as the input to the acoustic model instead of the ToBI symbols and POS tags. However, the word is not the only linguistic unit that can be represented in the embedded space. An utterance can be hierarchically decomposed as phrase, word, syllable or phoneme sequences. As Bian et al. argues, the base of embedded vectors can be a sub-word unit such as a prefix, suffix, or syllable [23]. It can also be the whole sentence or document (known as doc2vec) [24].

For speech application, both sub-word and supra-word vectors may be useful. The sub-word vectors may be expected to encode the segmental information of speech. For example, it has been shown that vowel and consonants can be differentiated in a two-dimensional space derived by latent semantic indexing (LSI) [25]. Even though the phonemes can be efficiently represented using one-hot vectors, it would be interesting to explore whether continuous representation can be beneficial.

Another sub-word linguistic unit is syllable. Bian et al. has used vectors of syllable as the input feature for an NLP task [23]. Although the performance is not improved for the NLP task, it may be useful for speech-related tasks. Thus, it would be interesting to explore whether embedded representation of those linguistic units can improve the performance of the acoustic model.

As mentioned above, prosody of speech is mainly suprasegmental. A single word can be realized with different prosody in different contexts, which indicates that the word or sub-word level vectors may be insufficient to encode all the prosodic information. Therefore embedding, vectors of phrases or sentences may be used. There has been a similar attempt for sentimental analysis and [24] has utilised sentence-level vectors to predict the sentiment of a sentence. Hence it is also interesting for us to verify whether sentence-level vectors could benefit the acoustic model in prosodic realization.

#### 4.2 Learning the embedded vectors for various linguistic units

To derive the embedded vectors for syllable and phoneme, we used the Continuous-Bag-of-Word (CBOW) model [5]. For CBOW, the input is a set of one-hot vectors corresponding to each word in the context $e = [0, 0, \cdots, 1, \cdots, 0]$ as shown on the left side of Fig.3. The input projection layer maps the one-hot vector of context word $w$ into $m_{(w)}$. Because the input vector is one-hot, the projected $m_{(w)}$ actually corresponds to the $I(w)$-th row of the projection matrix $M$, where $I(w)$ is the index of $w$. Then, the hidden representation $h$ is calculated as the average of $v$:
Fig. 3: CBOW (left) and Doc2Vec model (right) models

\[
\begin{align*}
    h &= \frac{1}{|\epsilon|} \sum_{j=1}^{\text{\#}\epsilon} m(w_i) \\
    p(w_i|\epsilon; M, M') &= \frac{\exp(m_i|\epsilon, h)}{\sum_j \exp(m'_j|h)}
\end{align*}
\]

where $|\epsilon|$ is the size of the context, in this case $|\epsilon| = 2n + 1$.

This $h$ will be further transformed by another projection matrix $M' \rightarrow u = M' h$. The dimension of $u$ is the same as that of the input one-hot vector. Then, based on the softmax function, the ‘probability’ to generate the word $w_i$ can be written as

\[
p(w_i|\epsilon; M, M') = \frac{\exp(m_i|\epsilon, h)}{\sum_j \exp(m'_j|h)}
\]

where $m'_j$ is the $j$-th row of $M'$ and $j(w_i)$ is the index of $w_i$. The projection matrix $\theta = \{M, M'\}$ can be learned through the maximum likelihood (ML) criterion. Each row of the learned $M$ corresponds to the embedded vector of one word. If we replace the $w$ as the token of syllable or phoneme, the same CBOW model can be used to derive the embedded vectors for syllable or phoneme.

For the embedded vector of phrase, we used the doc2vec model. This structure is similar to the CBOW model except for the paragraph matrix $P$. This structure is shown on the right side of Fig.3. At the training stage, the input to the model includes a vector $p_k$ for the current phrase where $k$ is the ID of this phrase. Following the same training procedure as CBOW, $P$ can be updated. Note that updating each row of $p_k$ depends on the errors propagated backwards for all the words $u_i^k, w_i^k$ in the $k$-th phrase. At the test stage, because a test phrase is most of time different from the training phrases, the test phrase is unseen and can not be retrieved directly from $P$. Instead, the paragraph embedding $p_k$ for unseen phrase $k'$ must be inferred given the words in $k'$. This can be achieved using the back-propagation algorithm with all the other parameters of the Doc2Vec model fixed.

4.3 Normalization method of the embedded vectors

For training the neural network model, normalization of the input and output features is necessary. However, care should be taken when the embedded vectors are normalized. As Mikolov showed, the distance between embedded vectors of words $w_1$ and $w_2$ is

\[
cos(m_{(w_1)}, m_{(w_2)}) = \frac{m_{(w_1)} \cdot m_{(w_2)}}{|m_{(w_1)}||m_{(w_2)}|}
\]

If we normalize the vector as $\hat{m}_k = \frac{m_k}{\|m_k\|}$, wherein $\mu_k$ and $\sigma_k$ are the $k$-th dimension of the mean and variance vector, respectively, the distance $cos(\hat{m}_{(w_1)}, \hat{m}_{(w_2)})$ between the normalised vectors will be unequal to the original distance.

To verify the above thought, we conducted a syntactic test [3] using the word embedding derived using an RNN language model. The original embedded vectors exhibited an accuracy of 16.2%, which is identical to that reported. However, after we normalized the vectors using the global mean and variance vector, the accuracy dropped from 16.2% to 10.68%.

Directly using the raw embedded vectors without normalization is possible. However, the vectors $m$ have unit a length, and the value of each dimension may be too small. Thus, another strategy is to scale the dimension of every embedded vector as $m_k = \frac{m_k}{\sigma_k}$. With this scale, the accuracy on the syntactic test increases from 10.68% to 12.75%. Part of the information encoded in the scaled vectors may be lost. However, it is interesting to know whether the simply scaled vectors can be more useful.

5. Experiments and Results

5.1 Preparing the embedded vectors of linguistic units

Experiments were conducted for the English TTS task. Embedded vectors of word, phoneme, syllable and phrase were involved in the experiments. For the vectors of words, we directly used the vectors trained based on the RNN language model [4]. The same set of word vectors was also used in [4]. This vector data set covers most of the words in the speech corpus used for the following experiments; only 358 out of 340,000 word tokens were not found. The vectors of these words were simply set as the global mean of all the word vectors.

The embedded vectors at the phoneme and syllable level were derived using the Word2Vec tool [5]. The training data were the English text in the news domain [2]. At first, text was normalised using the Word2Vec tool. The training process was iterated for 15 times with negative sampling [5] and finally yielded 200 dimensional embedded vectors of syllable and phoneme.

The phrase level vectors were learned using the distributed memory model of paragraph vectors (PV-DM) [24], which is shown on the right of Fig.3. The same news data corpus for syllable and phoneme vectors were used for model training. Phrases were first extracted from the corpus according to the punctuation in the utterance. Then, the PV-DM model was trained with negative sampling for 15 iterations. Given the PV-DM model, phrase vectors for all the grammatical phrases in the speech data corpus were inferred based on the back-propagation algorithm. The dimensions of the word and phrase vectors were 100 and 100, respectively. For each word in the speech data corpus, the phrase and word vectors learned using the PV-DM model were concatenated into a vector of 200 dimensions.

5.2 Experimental setup for the TTS task

The database for acoustic model training contains 12072 English utterances from a female speaker. 500 utterances were ran-
Table 1: Additional features besides quinphones as input to the acoustic model. Feature ID was used as the subscript to identify experimental systems. For example, \( R_e \) denotes the RNN-based system using phoneme vectors and quinphones as input.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>description</th>
<th>dimension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>traditional prosodic context</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>embedded vectors of phoneme</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>embedded vectors of syllable</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>embedded vectors of word</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>embedded vectors of phrase</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

domly chosen as the test set. Given the transcription of each utterance, its phoneme sequence was acquired using Flite. Meanwhile, Mel-generalized cepstral coefficients (MGC) of order 60, a 1 dimensional continuous F0 trajectory, the voiced/unvoiced condition, and band aperiodicity of order 25 were extracted for each speech frame. Although an RNN-based acoustic model was assumed to be able to model the inter-frame dependency of consecutive frames, we still used the delta and delta-delta components of the acoustic features except the voiced/unvoiced condition. Thus, the number of dimension of the acoustic feature per frame was \((60 + 25 + 1) \times 3 + 1 = 259\).

In this rest of the paper, experiments are introduced in a chronological order. First, we compared the performance of the DBLSTM-RNN-based acoustic model with different embedded vectors as input features. We use \( R \) to denote these RNN-based systems, and use subscripts shown in Tab.1 to identify those with specific input features. Note that, all experimental systems uses the quinphone as input features. The prosodic context in Tab.1 includes binary (e.g. whether the current syllable is pitch accented) and positional information (e.g. distance to the next pitch accent) derived using Flite.

The model structure for all RNN systems contains two normal feed-forward layers with a sigmoid activation function and two bi-directional LSTM layers. Except the first feed-forward layer, the number of hidden nodes of the following layers was fixed at 512, 256, 256, respectively. For systems with a the combination of embedded vectors as input (e.g. \( R_{w} \)), the size of the first hidden layer was 1024. Otherwise, it was 512.

5.3 Performance of DBLSTM-RNN based systems with different input features

For this initial work, we just adopted three types of objective measures to show the performance of each system: RMSE of the predicted MGC coefficients and RMSE and correlation coefficients of F0 trajectory. To yield meaningful results, we took the average of the objective measures over the last five training epochs of each system. The voiced/unvoiced error rate is not shown because the difference across systems was trivial.

As Fig.4 and Fig.5 show, \( R_p \) and \( R_{wu} \), as the systems with the conventional prosodic context, performed the best. Compared with these two systems, the inferior performance of \( R_w \) was expected. However, when the word vectors were used as input features, \( R_w \) was only slightly better than \( R_N \) on F0 modelling. This result was unexpected since it was reported that the word vectors could improve a system without prosodic context [4]. Additional tuning of the hyper-parameters may be required to take advantage of the word vectors.

Embedded vectors of other linguistic units showed different effects on the results. Particularly, \( R_h \) performed the best on F0 modeling among the systems without prosodic context. This result is interesting because it indicates that a phrase vector may encodes information related to the suprasegmental property of speech. Unfortunately, when combining vectors of different levels, the results only degraded.

The overall performance of the systems with embedded vectors was not positive. At first, we wondered whether the power of the DBLSTM-RNN reduced the effect of the input features so that input features were not important (e.g. even the difference between \( R_p \) and \( R_w \) was less than 2Hz in F0 modelling). Thus, we prepared another five systems using feed-forward neural network (\( D \)) to replace DBLSTM-RNN. The network structure was similar, except the LSTM layers were replaced with feed-forward layers with 512 nodes. The results are listed in Tab.2. The first observation is that the RNN-based system without any prosodic context (\( R_N \)) performs better than the DNN-based system with prosodic context (\( D_p \)). Another observation is that the difference between DNN systems using or not using prosodic context was much larger than that between RNN systems. By comparing \( D_N \), \( D_{wu} \), and \( D_w \), we observed that the differences between \( D_N \) and the other two systems were larger than the DBLSTM-RNN case. This result suggests that the word and phrase vectors encode useful information. However, their effectiveness may be insignificant when a powerful model is used.

5.4 Effect of normalization on embedded vectors

Another perspective to interpret the unsatisfactory results of the previous section is to re-examine the input features. According to Sec.4.3, additional systems were trained based on embedded vector of words using different pre-processing methods. The
results are listed in Tab.2. For $D_w'$ and $R_w'$, the embedded vectors were scaled without subtracting the mean vector; For $D'_r$ and $R'_r$, the embedded vectors were directly feed into the model. As shown in Tab.2, the comparison among $R_r$, $R'_r$, $R'_r$ suggests that the scaling strategy results in the better performance. This was also observed among DNN-based systems.

Additional experiments were conducted for systems with phrase vectors $h$ as input. However, as the comparison among $R_h$ and $R'_h$ shows, the scaling strategy can not surpass the normal normalization method. However, further investigation is required before claiming that the simple scaling strategy is not useful. First, we must answer whether similarity between phrases can be measured in the same way as word vectors? If the answer is no, normalizing the phrase vectors may not distort the similarity in the phrase vector space. As far as we know, this is still an open question.

6. Conclusion

We investigated the embedded vectors of various linguistic units to replace the conventional linguistic context as input features to an acoustic model. The results suggested that the phrase vectors can be beneficial in acoustic modelling. However, the overall improvement is relatively small. For the word vectors, if the simple scaling strategy is used instead of the normal normalization method, their benefits could be better used by the neural network based acoustic model. Subjective evaluation on typical systems such as $R_h$ will be conducted in the future.

Overall, further investigation is required on embedded vectors for TTS. Typically, all embedded vectors are learned based on the “meaning by collocation” assumption. It is doubtful whether this assumption is valid for speech-related tasks. In fact, many researchers recently argued that “meaning by collocation” is not ideal. Better embedded vectors may still require domain-specific knowledge [27][28]. In the future, embedded vectors may be tuned with speech-related tasks so that sufficient acoustic information can be encoded in the embedded space. Towards the goal of end-to-end TTS framework, an interesting idea is to adopt the Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) method [29] to directly map the text sequence into speech waveform.
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